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SUMMARY

This report covers the goals and accomplishments achieved as part of the 2013 calendar
year taxicab greening program for Los Angeles franchised taxicab service providers.

DISCUSSION

Background

The third official year of the mandatory "green taxicab" program has been concluded as of
December 31, 2013. Per the Los Angeles Taxicab Greening Program, each taxicab
operator must provide a minimum number or percentage of its taxicab fleet as qualifying
green taxicabs meeting higher standards for both smog pollution and green- house gas
emissions (lower levels of both types of emissions).

As required in the franchise renewal process approved by the City Council on October 26,
2010, each taxicab operator is to provide a minimum of 80% of its non-wheelchair exempt
fleet as green taxicabs by December 31, 2015 - for a minimum total of 1,703 green taxis.
As established by the Board of Taxicab Commissioners in December 2010 (per Board
Order No. 062), a minimum of 16% of this requirement was to be provided by each taxicab
operator by the end of 2011, with another 21% to follow each of the next four years.

Staff is nowreportinq on the current "green cab" status through calendar year 2013. As of
December 31, 2013, a total of 988 green cabs were to be included as Los Angeles
taxicabs (58% of total five year requirement). The taxicab industry has provided a total
count of 1,450 green taxicabs through calendar year 2013 (or 85% of the total goal). All
taxicab operators met or exceeded the minimum greening requirements for calendar year
2013. As noted in the report, the majority of green vehicles added to the taxicab fleets have
been prius hybrids.
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Board Order No. 062 is attached (Attachment A) detailing the specifics of the green taxicab
program. Only vehicles rated as Super Ultra-Low Emission Vehicles (SULEV) [or cleaner]
with high mile-per-gallon fuel economy or alternative fuel systems are allowed to be placed
into service as green taxicabs.

As indicated in the attached "green taxi" vehicle list (Attachment B), there are now only
three levels of green taxicabs for 2014 and later. Level 1 vehicles (gasoline vehicles at 24
miles-per-gallon fuel economy) have been eliminated for 2013 and later. A maximum of
15% of the green vehicles added to the taxicab fleets could have been selected from Level
1 to Level 3 categories in 2012. Beginning in 2013, only 10% of vehicles added as green
taxicabs can be from the Level 2 to Level 3 categories (Level 1 category eliminated).

The better (cleaner) the emission status of the vehicle (Level 3 and Level 4 vehicles), the
longer the vehicle may be retained in taxicab service (up to 10 years from model year as
compared to 8 or 9 years for others).

The minimum green vehicle implementation schedule is indicated in the table below. A
total of 16% of each taxicab operator's non-wheelchair fleet was required to become
"green" in year one of the program (calendar year 2011), with 21% per year to follow. This
provided a requirement for 272 green taxis by December 31, 2011, with a minimum of 358
taxis added each year thereafter through December 31,2015. A total green taxi count of
1,703 vehicles is required by year-end 2015.

Table No. 1 below indicates the total vehicle breakdown and "green taxi" minimum
implementation schedule for each current taxicab franchisee, as follows:

Green Taxi Minimum Re uirements 2011-2015

167 24 18/18 24 /42 24/66 24/90 24/114

269 24 31/31 42/73 41/114 41/155 41/196

252 27 29/29 38 /67 37/104 38/142 38/180

75 9 8/8 12/20 11/31 11 / 42 11 / 53

294 55 31/31 40/71 40/111 40/151 40/191

170 12 20/20 27/47 26/73 27/100 26/126

102 24 10/10 13 / 23 13 / 36 13/49 13/ 62
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Green Vehicle Status Through Calendar Year 2013

The following table (Table No.2) provides a current breakdown (through 2013) ofthe green
taxicab status for each taxicab operator including count and type of vehicle in taxicab
service. As indicated in the table, Los Angeles taxicab operators were able to place a total
of 1,450 green taxicabs into service as of December 31, 2013, exceeding the 988 minimum
vehicle requirement. No operator had less than the minimum green taxi requirement
specified for their organization.

As also noted in the table below, the majority of green taxicabs include various hybrid
vehicles encompassing 1,416 out of the 1,450 total green vehicles. Toyota prius models
represent approximately 83% of the hybrid mix followed by Toyota camry hybrids at 10%,
Toyota prius V wagon hybrids atfour percent (4%), Ford escape and Mercury mariner SUV
hybrids at three percent (3%), and a few Nissan altima, Ford fusion and Honda insight
hybrids completing the mix. As more and more hybrids become available in the typical
used vehicle market, we will undoubtedly see even more hybrid variations.

Table No.2

GREEN TAXI VEHICLE IMPLEMENTATION$TATUS with VEHICLE TYPE
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Green Taxicab Substitution Program

At the Board meeting of May 19, 2011, a "green" vehicle taxicab substitution program was
discussed including potential program parameters and conditions. Under such a program,
a previously purchased "green" vehicle meeting reduced smog pollution and green-house
gas emissions could be temporarily used as a substitute taxicab vehicle, replacing Los
Angeles taxicabs undergoing unplanned repairs or replacement. The substitution program
is not mandatory.

By use of such a program, the economic effect to vehicle owners and drivers could be
mitigated should there be a potential for longer than normal delays for vehicle repairs
and/or replacement for "green" taxicabs. Allowing a shorter substitution period for other
vehicle type outages would also aid vehicle owners and drivers and provide more
consistent service to the public.

If each company had the authority to purchase spare vehicles that could be quickly
inspected and sealed as temporary substitute taxicabs during normal vehicle outages, the
reduction of vehicle availability to the public along with the loss of driver income during
vehicle repair periods could be greatly diminished.

The Board approved the Green Vehicle Substitution Program as Board Order No. 065
(Attachment C) in September 2011. This program is available on a voluntary basis. If a
company wishes to invest in these spare green vehicles for the temporary substitution
process in the future, they will be authorized to do so under the provisions of this board
order. Such vehicles can be used to temporarily replace a green taxi for up to a four month
period, or to replace a non-green taxicab for up to a two month period. Any substitute
green taxi can then be added to the permanent fleet as a green taxicab in future years.

As of January 2014, no taxicab operator has established a vehicle substitution pool, but
this program may still become a valuable asset to vehicle operations as the number of
hybrid vehicles continues to increase in each taxicab fleet.

Added Airport Status

A provision of the Green Taxi Program as stipulated in Board Order No. 062, was to
provide additional airport trip access to the vehicles added as Level 3 and Level 4 green
taxicabs prior to or within the first year of the new franchising period (and first year of the
mandated Green Taxi Program). Added access to the Los Angeles International Airport
(LAX) holding lot was to be provided during the Sunday peak periods. Vehicles added as
green taxicabs in 2010 would receive the first six month period of added access followed
by those vehicles added in the first six months of 2011 (with another six months of added
access privileges), followed by a final six months of added airport access provided to those
green vehicles placed into service from July through December 2011.

The Authorized Taxi Supervision personnel at LAX initiated the first six months of Sunday
bonus privileges in mid March 2011. A total of 50 vehicles were granted this additional
access. The next round of vehicles contained a total of 81 vehicles that received six
months of added airport service. And the final round of vehicles for temporary added
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airport access included 191 vehicles. This third and final group of green vehicles to gain
added airport Sunday peak access completed their six month rotation in 2012, thus ending
the Department's program for additional airport vehicle access for green taxis.

lease Rate Surcharges

As specified in Board Order No. 062, the Department has collected and monitored the
additional surcharges assessed to lease drivers when driving a green taxi. A taxicab driver
is responsible for all fuel costs and lease charges. The savings to a driver which occurs
when using a fuel efficient vehicle is partly retained by the vehicle owner as a surcharge in
the lease fee. In this manner, the vehicle owner can recoup some of the added cost of the
vehicle purchase as compared to the normal purchase cost of a used Ford Crown Victoria
($7,000 for a used Crown Victoria as compared to approximately $15,000 for a used prius
hybrid). The vehicle owner may not collect more in the lease surcharge than is profited by
the driver in fuel savings. Some of the comparisons in fuel costs and savings are
described below.

• When comparing a mix of Ford crown victoria sedans and minivans at an average of 17
miles-per-gallon and approximately 55,000 miles driven per year at $3.90 per gallon for
fuel in 2013, the average weekly cost of fuel would be $243 per week (55,000/52
weekly miles 117 mpg x $3.90 per gallon fuel cost = $243 per week).

• As compared to the average hybrid vehicle reaching a fuel efficiency of 45.8 miles-per-
gallon (from mix of 1,416 hybrid vehicles added to the fleet through 2013 with single
lease drivers at average fuel efficiency range from 27 to 50 mpg rating), the average
weekly cost of fuel was $90 for a total weekly fuel savings of $153. (55,000/52 weekly
miles 145.8 mpg x $3.90 per gallon = $90 weekly fuel cost; and $243 regular vehicle
gas cost - $90 hybrid fuel cost = $153 weekly fuel savings).

• The average added surcharge to the lease rates ranged from $50 to $190 per week
with an average surcharge amount of $108 as measured from actual operator lease
rate information. Some lease surcharge amounts were equal to or slightly above the
anticipated savings to the driver in fuel costs. On average, the driver revenue
increased by approximately $44 per week (net driver revenue ranged from $6 to $83
per week with average of $44).

Table 3, below, provides for the typical range in weekly regular and green taxi lease
charges for single driver vehicles as reported by Los Angeles taxicab operators for 2013.
The overall ranges and averages are also provided.

As indicated in the table, average total lease rate charges for green taxis ranged from $620
per week (Bell Cab) to $748 per week (lTOA) for a single driver vehicle. In general, a
majority of ITOA and L. A. Checker Cab vehicle owners (that have only single driver cabs)
are taking in most, if not all, of the profit of driving a green taxi through much higher lease
rates to drivers.
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Many of the vehicle owners have two drivers for each green cab, with overall lease rates in
the range of $750 to $900 total. ITOA even has a few double-driver vehicles paying $1 ,000
total in lease fees each week. The average double-driver combined lease intake seems to
generally be between $800 and $850 for most companies.

Bell Cab and Beverly Hills Cab continue to provide the lowest overall surcharges and most
profit to the lease driver as a share in the overall profit of driving a hybrid vehicle for both
single driver and dual driver vehicles.

Table No.3
2013 Weekly Single Driver lease Rate Ranges for Normal lease and Green Taxi Surcharges

Bell tab $S5.Q $$50 $5$0 $7.0 $7.0 $70 $6~Q .$.$S9 $&3
~everly Hills tab $!)40 $(30.0 $578 $)50 $12.0 $79 $657 $570 $66
L.A-Checker cab $575 $()Z5 $G.o~ $1:.00 $150 $1ZJ $73Z SS9!) $11
JndependentTaxl $5GO $700 $635 $10Q $l~Q $112 $747 $600 $6

United CheckerCab $625 $650 $638 $70 $75 $71 $709 $(j30 $74
Uriited.JridependentTaxi $560 $595 $5S8 $lZO $MO $1~? $79.1 $$70 $22

CiWcab $56.0 $560 $560 $1;1.0 $120 $120 $68!) $560 $33
United TaxiS,F. Valley $560 $595 $573 $100 $140 $121 $694 $579 $29

YelloW cab $530 $730 $649 $50 $100 $70 $719 $63!) $64

As compared to 2012 lease rate information, it appears that lease rates have increased by
approximately $20 on average weekly for a green cab. Bell Cab, Beverly Hills Cab and
City Cab have not changed rates to any degree since 2012; L. A. Checker Cab indicates
an approximate $35 weekly increase for 2013; ITOA has an approximate $15 increase over
an already high surcharge base; and all other operators are at an approximate $15 to $20
per week increase.

Emission Reductions

Vehicle replacements that would have normally occurred in late 2010 through 2013 would
have typically included a mix of Ford crown victoria sedans and various minivans -
generally no more than an 80% sedan to 20% minivan mix of vehicles. Beginning in 2012,
it can also be assumed that a portion of the sedan type vehicles (at approximately 15% of
sedans - or 12% of total vehicles) would have been inserted as hybrid vehicles - even
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without a green taxi program (due to the increase in fuel costs). Staff is also assuming that
in 2013, at least 20% of the sedan type vehicles to be replaced would have been
comprised of hybrid vehicles (or 16% of the total vehicles replaced) with the total
percentage of minivans to be reduced from 20% down to 15% for the replacement
vehicles.

Of the current 1,450 vehicle fleet of green taxis (effective January 1, 2014), 35 were
already in taxicab service prior to the implementation of the green taxi program. An
additional 328 were placed into service as green taxis by December 31, 2011. 563 more
green vehicles were added to the Los Angeles taxicab fleets in calendar year 2012. And,
another 524 green vehicles were added in calendar year 2013.

The average vehicle age of a taxicab is approximately 2.5 years when placed into service
for the first time, so we can therefore assume that a mix of 2008 and 2009 model year
vehicles would have been placed into taxicab service in late 2010 to 2011 if the green
taxicab program was not in effect. A mix of 2009-2010 model year vehicles would have
been inserted into the taxicab fleets for calendar year 2012. And, a mix of 2010-2011
model year vehicles would have been inserted in the taxicab fleets for calendar year 2013.

A comparison of the smog and green-house gas emission reductions that were achieved
through the placement of 1,450 green taxicabs can be compared to the emissions that
would have otherwise been established with the normal mix of taxicabs (crown victoria
sedans, minivans and green taxis) through calendar year 2013.

Year End 2011 - Assume that 20% of the 328 total green taxi vehicle replacements would
have been minivans (even mix of 2008 and 2009 vehicles) and 80% as Ford crown victoria
sedans (even mix of 2008 and 2009 vehicles) for the period ending December 31,2011.

Calendar Year 2012 - Assume that 20% of the 563 green taxi vehicle replacements would
have been minivans (even mix of 2009 and 2010 vehicles), 68% as Ford crown victoria
sedans (even mix of 2009 and 2010 vehicles) and 12% as green taxis (prius, camry and
escape hybrids) for the period ending December 31,2012. (This assumes that 15% ofthe
sedans to be replaced would have included hybrid vehicles = 12%).

Calendar Year 2012 - Assume that 15% ofthe 524 green taxi vehicle replacements would
have been minivans (even mix of 2010 and 2011 vehicles), 68% as Ford crown victoria
sedans (even mix of 2010 and 2011 vehicles), and 17% as green taxis (prius, camry and
escape hybrids) for the period ending December 31,2013. (This assumes that 20% of the
sedans to be replaced would have included hybrid vehicles = 17%).

Using the assumed mix of vehicles that may have been added to the taxicab fleet without a
mandated green taxi program (as noted above), we can evaluate and compare the
emission levels for both smog pollution and green-house gas to that of the actual green taxi
fleet placed into service as of December 31, 2013. Table No.4, below, provides the
emission review of standard taxicabs and green vehicles that may have been placed into
service without a mandated green taxi program. Both smog pollution (lb/year) and C02
green-house gas (tons/year) are calculated at 55,000 miles driven per-vehicle per-year,
and fuel efficiency (mpg) average rating at 70% city and 30% highway.
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Emission Levels for Standard Taxicab Re lacement of 1 450 Vehicles

ULEV-2 14.61 veh 28.41 veh
SULEV-2
SULEV-2

3.51 veh
3.51 veh

23.45 veh
11.68 veh

SULEV-2 3.51 veh 18.51 veh
SULEV-2 3.51 veh 17.91 veh
SULEV-2 3.51 veh 19.88 veh
SULEV-2

ULEV-2

3.51 veh 19.16 veh

ULEV-2
ULEV-2

14.61 veh
14.61 veh
12.86 veh

30.04 veh
28.28 veh
30.28 veh

SULEV-2 3.51 veh 11.68 veh
SULEV-2 3.51 veh 10.78 veh
SULEV-2 3.51 veh 12.71 veh
SULEV-2 3.51 veh 16.02 veh
SULEV-2 3.51 veh 16.75 veh
SULEV-2 3.51 veh 18.40 veh

2010-2011 Minivans 79 ULEV-2 14.61/veh 28.28/veh
2010-2011 Ford Crown Victoria 356 ULEV-2 12.86/veh 30.28/veh
2010-2011 Toyota Prius Hybrid 71 SULEV-2 3.51/veh 10.78/veh
2012-2013 Toyt Prius V Hybrid 4 SULEV-2 3.51/veh 12.71/veh
2010 Toyota Camry Hybrid 5 SULEV-2 3.51/veh 16.02/veh
2011 Toyota Camry Hybrid 5 SULEV-2 3.51/veh 16.74/veh

2010-2011 Escape 2WD Hybrid 2 SULEV-2 3.51/veh 16.75/veh
2010-2011 Esca e 4WD 'd 2 SULEV-2 3.51/veh 18.40/veh
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Table NO.5 provides the actual emission review of the current fleet of 1,450 green vehicles
(current as of December 31, 2013) as part of the Los Angeles Green Taxicab Program.
Again, smog pollution (Ib/year) and C02 green-house gas (tons/year) are evaluated at an
average of 55,000 miles driven per-vehicle per-year, and average fuel efficiency rating
(mpg) calculated at 70% city and 30% highway miles.

Table No.5 Emission Levels for 1 450 Current Green Taxis

1 SULEV-2 3.51 veh 21.82 veh
2 SULEV-2 3.51 veh 21.08 veh
1 SULEV-2 3.51 veh 22.88 veh
1 SULEV-2 3.51 veh 20.44 veh
23 SULEV-2 3.51 veh 22.04 veh
2 SULEV-2 3.51 veh 20.32 veh

10 31.9 SULEV-2 3.51/veh 17.19/veh

33 28.35 SULEV-2 3.51/veh 19.20/veh

3 39.4 SULEV-2 3.51 veh 13.66 veh
1 40.9 SULEV-2 3.51 veh 13.40 veh
9 34.4 SULEV-2 3.51 veh 15.81 veh
3 33.0 SULEV-2 3.51 veh 16.44 veh
117 33.3 SULEV-2 3.51 veh 16.02 veh
4 32.1 SULEV-2 3.51 veh 16.74 veh
15 41.7 SULEV-2 3.51 veh 12.95 veh
4 17.8 SULEV-2 3.51 veh 23.45 veh

778 47.1 SULEV-2 3.51 veh 11.68 veh
391 50.1 SULEV-2 3.51 veh 10.78 veh
52 42.7 SULEV-2 3.51 veh 12.71 veh

The Green Taxicab Program has established 1,450 green taxicabs since its
implementation (with 35 initial green vehicles in service prior to 2011 - and several of the
initial 35 vehicles now replaced with new green vehicles).

Emission changes as compared in Table No.4 to Table NO.5 above:

• The insertion of green taxi vehicles will reduce smog pollution levels by approximately
13,043 pounds/year for all 1,450 vehicles considered (18,133 Ibs/yr smog emission
assumed without a mandated Green Taxi Program compared to 5,090 Ibs/yr actual
fleet smog emission).

• The insertion of green taxi vehicles will reduce green-house gas (GHG) levels by
approximately 22,588 tons/year for all 1,450 vehicles considered (40,486 tons GHG
emission assumed without the mandated Green Taxi Program compared to 17,898
tons GHG actual fleet emission).
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Table NO.6 provides for the actual and future estimated emission reductions in the Los
Angeles taxicab fleet (average per cab). As compared to the middle of 2010, the current
taxicab fleet has already achieved a 68% reduction in average per-vehicle smog emission
and a 41% reduction in green-house gas emission. There is a minimal expected reduction
of at least 77% smog and 48% green-house gas levels by December 31, 2015.

Table No.6
Smog Pollution and Green House Gas Vehicle Emission Reductions for LA Taxicabs

nfa l1IaAverage Fleet Vehicle ons Tier 1 Vehicles Only
mix of Tier 1 & Tier 2 vehiclesAverage Fleet Vehicle Emissions as of June 1, 2010 nfa l1Ia

Average Fleet Vehicle Emissions'Oec 31, 2011 (363 green) 1st year of green taxi program '9% 39%
Average Fleet Vehicle Emissions Oec·31,2012 (926 green) 2nd year of green taxi program 26% 78%
Average Fleet Vehicle Emissions Dec 31, 2013'(1450 green) 3rd year of green taxi program 41% 110%

4th year of reen taxi rogramAverageFleetVehicl~ Emissions·pec·3l, 2014 (estimaied) 4(;.% 11.9%7.7 111.D
AVera eFle.! Vehicle Emissions Dec 31, 2015. 1705 reen 5th year of green taxi ro ram 6.6 17.2 48% 125%

Anticipated Reduction in Emissions for Los Angeles Taxicab Fleet (2,361 total vehicles)
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Potential Emissions from TNC Operators

The tremendous success of the Green Taxi program in reducing taxicab vehicle emissions
and fuel consumption is unfortunately tempered by circumstances beyond the control of
the City and its taxicab operators. In September 2013, the California Public Utilities
Cornmission (CPUC) issued CPUC Decision 12-12-011, in which it authorized
Transportation Network Companies ("TNCs") to operate throughout California, including
Los Angeles. The decision placed no restrictions upon the number of vehicles the TNCs
can place into service in any California market. The decision also did not include a
requirement for the placement of green vehicles into service.

Neither the CPUC nor the Department have any reliable data on the number of TNC
vehicles now operating in the City. We do know, based upon field observations and
numerous testimonials by Los Angeles taxicab managers and drivers, that it is reasonable
to assume the TNCs have placed many hundreds and possibly thousands of additional for-
hire vehicles on the city's streets. The TNCs compete directly with taxis, with a focus on
the lucrative, high-end customer market. Also, as in all the markets throughout the state,
the nation and even internationally, there is no evidence that the TNCs have any
wheelchair accessible vehicles available to service the disabled community.

There appear to be some hybrids in operation as TNCs. However, there are no data
indicating the percentage of green TNC vehicles. Staff field observations confirm that a
preponderance of TNC vehicles are, in fact, not green as would be defined by the Los
Angeles Green Taxi Program. Most TNC vehicles are simply private vehicles. An
unknown percentage of these vehicles are registered as charter party carriers (TCPs) with
the CPUC. As with the TNCs, the CPUC has no green vehicle program or requirements for
TCPs.

It is therefore safe to say the gains in the reduction of taxicab fuel consumption and the
discharge of greenhouse gases into the air of Los Angeles have been substantially offset
by the hundreds of TNC vehicles (without regulations on numbers and emission standards)
that have flooded Los Angeles.

CONCLUSION

The Department continues to review vehicle emission standards to add more qualifying
green taxicabs to the list of authorized vehicles. Whenever additional vehicles are added,
the list is provided to each taxicab operator and is also included in the Taxicab Commission
website along with the regulations specified in Board Order No. 062 (Green Taxi Program)
and Board Order No. 065 (Green Taxi Substitution Program).

The use of qualified new and used vehicles as green taxis appears to be within the means
of the vehicle owners to purchase. With the added surcharge fees to lease drivers, and
lowered fuel cost to the driver (owner or lease driver), the added vehicle cost is
compensated within a few years of purchase without adversely impacting overall driver net
revenue.
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The approval of the substitution vehicle pool will help to foster the Los Angeles Green
Taxicab Program by relieving some of the current owner and driver concerns as we change
our taxicab vehicle main-stay to more hybrid and alternative fuel vehicles. If a back-up
vehicle can be quickly prepared for decaling as a substitute taxicab, then some of the
financial burden posed by long service outages can be reduced, putting drivers back into
service quickly. The public will also have a continued supply of taxicabs as is needed to
meet consistent service standards.

Staff will continue to monitor and measure the effectiveness of the Los Angeles Green
Taxicab Program, providing regular reports to the Taxicab Commission, Mayor and City
Council.

Attachments
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